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  The Silver Gryphon Mercedes Lackey,Larry
Dixon,1997-03-01 A dozen years of peace have
passed in the city of White Gryphon - providing
well deserved and much needed security for the
people who had lost their homes in the magical
Cataclysm which killed the Mage Urtho, creator of
the gryphons. But the inhabitants of White Gryphon
have not forgotten their long struggles, and have
trained an elite guard force, the Silver Gryphons,
to protect their city, and if necessary, to join
with the army of the Black Kings for mutual
defense.
  Gryphon Crawford Kilian,1989
  The Black Gryphon Mercedes Lackey,Larry
Dixon,1995-01-01 The first book in Mercedes
Lackey's classic Mage Wars trilogy featuring the
gryphons, set in the beloved fantasy world of
Valdemar It is an age when Valdemar is yet
unfounded, its organization of Heralds yet
unformed, and magic is still a wild and
uncontrolled force. Skandranon Rashkae is perhaps
the finest specimen of his race, with gleaming
ebony feathers, majestic wingspan, keen magesight,
and sharp intelligence. Courageous, bold, and
crafty, Skan is everything a gryphon should be. He
is the fulfillment of everything that the Mage of
Silence, the human sorcerer called Urtho, intended
to achieve when he created these magical beings to
be his champions, the defenders of his realm—a
verdant plain long coveted by the evil mage Maar.
Now Maar is once again advancing on Urtho's Keep,
this time with a huge force spearheaded by magical
constructs of his own—cruel birds of prey ready to
perform any evil their creator may demand of them.
And when one of Urtho's Seers wakes from a
horrifying vision in which she sees a devastating
magical weapon being placed in the hands of Maar's
common soldiers, Skandrannon is sent to spy across
enemy lines, cloaked in the protective of Urtho's
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powerful Spell of Silence.
  The Gryphon Paula Grover,2019-06-05 Born to be
the next queen of the gryphons, Sunsky of the
Mountains sees her whole life ahead of her but
conforming to her role is another story. Although
she considers taking the mighty Dreamspinner as
her official king, she shuns the expectations set
upon her and strikes out to find her own path. She
soon finds herself falling into a forbidden
relationship with a beautiful, black winged horse
named Nightsky. The hippogryph baby that is the
result of their love is considered an enemy of the
gryphons and will be hated and shunned by the
gryphonic tribes. After putting family before
duty, she is forced to leave her home in the
mountains and live with her offspring in the
Valley of Outcasts. In her place, the evil Talona
seizes the crown and enforces a new order of
repression and violence, not only on her gryphon
subjects but on the hippogryphs and other
subordinate creatures as well. With her family and
friends enslaved, imprisoned, or killed, hope for
the future begins to fade. Now, Sunsky must answer
the call of destiny to return from exile, retake
her queendom and unite her fractured nation before
it is too late.
  Gryphon's Eyrie Andre Norton,A. C.
Crispin,1992-12-15 The urge within him is
overwhelming, and Kerovan is driven to the
mountains followed closely by Lady Joisan.
Together they wage the final battle against That
Which Runs the Ridges to protect the world from
Everlasting Undeath which will take them if they
fail.
  The White Gryphon Mercedes Lackey,Larry
Dixon,1996-03-01 It has been ten years since the
magical Cataclysm, which destroyed the twin
strongholds of the two world's most powerful
Mages, killing Urtho, creator of the gryphons, and
sending his forces into exile. Now Urthro's
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peoples--human and non-human alike live in a
terraced city carved into the face of a gleaming
white cliff on the edge of the Western Ocean.
Secure at least, ...until the fleet of the
mysterious Black Kings appears in their harbor,
bringing envoys who inform the residents of White
Gryphon that their newfound home lies on the
northern perimeter of lands claimed by this
powerful kingdom. Desperate not to lose their hard
won home, Skandranon, along with his longtime
friend Amberdrake--agree to accompany the envoys
back to the Court of the Black Kings, hoping to
negotiate an alliance. ...When a high ranking
noble who opposes this alliance is found murdered-
-Skandranon and Amberdrake realize that they are
up against unknown enemies who will stop at
nothing, even the use of diabolical Blood Magic,
to destroy White Gryphon.
  The Crystal Gryphon Andre Norton,2014-07-01 The
adventures of Witch World continue as a cursed
hero and his true love struggle for survival in a
vast parallel universe of magic and high fantasy.
Kerovan of Ulmsdale has long borne the curse of
his ancestors’ depredations. After pillaging a
sanctum of the Old Ones, his bloodline has been
forever marred by painful sickness and death.
Kerovan was born strong and hardy, but he walks on
hooves instead of human feet and sees through eyes
of amber—just as the Old Ones had. Bound in
marriage to the beautiful Joisan of Ithkrypt,
Kerovan seeks to claim his rightful place as Lord-
heir of Ulmsdale. But first, the couple—separated
by distance, yet linked in spirit—must unlock the
powers held within a mystical necklace Joisan
wears. The small crystal gryphon bears secrets
that will bring them to the farthest reaches of
the wilderness on a quest to save their people and
their world from doom. Science Fiction Writers of
America Grand Master Andre Norton’s beloved novels
of sword and sorcery have sold millions of copies
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worldwide. The Crystal Gryphon is the 3rd book in
the Witch World: High Hallack Cycle, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.
  Gryphon's Heir D.R. Ranshaw,2015-06 Six years
after the end of the Great War, schoolmaster
Rhissan Griffith believes himself just another
young man struggling to find success at a private
school in rural England. An idle wish for a little
magic in the midst of his frustrating,
unfulfilling life catapults Rhiss into a situation
that winds up being far more than he ever imagined
possible... or desirable. After school one dismal
and rainy afternoon, an extraordinary door to
perilous adventure unexpectedly opens in his life.
It promises to thrust Rhiss into unimaginable
realms of wonder and terror, encounters with
beings fantastical and mythological, and answers
to questions regarding a past - and a future - he
has never before even contemplated. Leaving his
old life behind, Rhiss accepts the challenge and
walks unsuspectingly into a desperate and deadly
conflict that shakes his faith and everything he
ever knew or believed about himself. But how could
an ordinary man help to shape the course of a
world locked in battle against an ancient evil?
  The Gryphon Generation Alexander
Bizzell,2018-03-20 Gryphons are a new and budding
race in the world. They suffered their share of
strife and oppression when they first appeared but
overtime humans have become more accepting,
especially as the new sport of Gryphball became
popular. Thyra and Johnathen are the first
interspecies married couple in America's southern
states. They have had their own struggles fitting
in, dealing with racist citizens and a religious
cult that sees them as abominations that should be
eradicated. Can a human and a gryphon live freely
in a world that seems set against them?
  Edric the Hatchling Gryphon Eric K.
Williams,2014-06-03 Aerek, a woodsman and former
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soldier, comes across a beautiful yet strange
looking stone while hiking deep in his mountain
woods.He shares his discovery with his friend
Beecie, and together they find the surprise of
their lives. This is not a stone at all! It is the
egg of a mysterious creature called a Gryphon.
This is the story of their adventures with a
hatchling Gryphon named Edric. You are invited to
share their adventures and meet trolls, wolves and
Arimaspian Cyclops. Come join the adventure!
  The Lost Heir E. G. Foley,2012-07-22 Jake is a
scrappy orphaned pickpocket living by his wits on
the streets of Victorian London. Lately he's
started seeing ghosts, and discovers he can move
solid objects with his mind! He has no idea why.
  The White Gryphon Mercedes Lackey,Larry
Dixon,1996 Rebuilding their city in the ten years
after a magical Cataclysm kills their leader and
forces them to the white cliffs by the Western
Ocean, the people of Urthos must fight the Court
of the Black Kings to keep their hard-won home
  Guardians of the Gryphon's Claw Todd Calgi
Gallicano,2017 A mysterious, recurring dream leads
Sam London to discover that mythical creatures are
real and living in our national parks and that the
secret of their existence is in danger.
  If I Had a Gryphon Vikki VanSickle,2022-09-06
Sam just got a hamster for a pet. But the hamster
is kind of boring ... he just eats and sleeps and
gets his shavings wet. Inspired by her book of
mythological creatures, Sam longs for a more
exciting pet. But she soon realizes that taking
care of these magical beasts might not be as
wonderful as she thought. Sasquatches are messy,
unicorns are shy, hippogriffs scare the dogs at
the dogpark, and having a fire extinguisher handy
at all times makes dragons seem like an awful lot
of work. In the end, Sam realizes that her hamster
is a pretty sweet and safe pet ... or is he? If I
Had a Gryphon is a raucous rhyming read-aloud
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about fantastical beasts in everyday situations--
and the increasingly beleaguered heroine who has
to deal with them.
  The Gryphon King Tom Deitz,1989 Two medieval
English artifacts, a sword and a manuscript,
arrive at the University of Georgia and entangle
faculty and students in a deadly magical battle
between two mythical worlds.
  Gryphon in Glory Andre Norton,2014-07-01 The
epic saga begun in The Crystal Gryphon continues
in the Witch World as the destiny of two embattled
lovers may decide the fate of all . . . Kerovan of
Ulmsdale released his wife, Joisan, of all
obligations to him. Though their love is
unbreakable, he could not burden her with his
unrest as he was beckoned to wander the Waste in
search of his true destiny. But Joisan, unable to
bear his absence, leaves her refuge to find him.
And with both of them gone, the Dales are sure to
fall under the power of the Dark as the shadows of
evil begin to rise across the land. Even when they
are reunited in the Waste, Kerovan cannot open his
heart to his beloved. Not as long as the mystery
of his lineage remains. Undaunted and guided by
the powerful crystal gryphon given to her by
Kerovan, Joisan refuses to leave his side. For it
will take both of their great wills to confront
the horrors of the coming Darkness. Nominated for
a Locus Award, this fantastical novel by the
Science Fiction Writers of America Grand Master
Andre Norton explores the Witch World land of High
Hallack. Gryphon in Glory is the 4th book in the
Witch World: High Hallack Cycle, but you may enjoy
reading the series in any order.
  Edric the Gryphon Prince Eric K.
Williams,2015-12-03 In Edric the Gryphon Prince,
the second instalment in the Edric Series, we find
the young gryphon maturing and coming into his
own. Immersed in his studies and shouldering his
noble responsibilities, he is eager for action (as
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always) and more than ready to act when a new
adventure suddenly presents itself. While on his
way to the Great Realm, to receive honours at
court from King Thurmond in Capitol City, Edric
(the fabled Blue Gryphon) and his loyal companions
are met by a lone rider with a captivating story
to tell ... of a princess in peril, and a kingdom
threatened by terrifying forces, seemingly beyond
comprehension. It is up to Edric to save the day
once more, overcoming countless obstacles and
ultimately facing off against a dark menace—the
one creature likely to have him outmatched: Noir-
Kraft, the Great Black Gryphon. Come inside, won’t
you? Together, let us rejoin the adventures of
Edric the Gryphon Prince.
  The Silver Gryphon Mercedes Lackey,Larry
Dixon,1996
  The Gryphon Generation Book 3 Alexander
Bizzell,2020-12-08 Thyra, a Redtail Gryphoness,
once lived happily in the state of Georgia with
her human husband, Johnathen despite being
harassed by an anti-gryphon organization called
The Gathering. Now that the hate-filled
organization has crumbled to pieces, Thyra and
Johnathen are free to live their life in peace.
Unfortunately, the wake of destruction caused by
The Gathering has cost them their home, their
belongings, and has lasting effects on the
community around them. Thyra's success as a rookie
Gryphball player draws in the attention of many
eyes including Anthony, the creator of gryphon
kind. He comes with regrets about his absence in
Thyra's life but most of all, answers that has
plagued her mind. With Anfang on the run as a
killer, and uncertainty about what the future
holds in her hometown, Thyra and Johnathen turn to
Anthony for a new direction, but is their trust in
the right hands?
  Rise of the Gryphon Sherrilyn Kenyon,Dianna
Love,2013-07-30 In order to prevent an enemy from
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destroying the mortal world, Evalle leaves the
Beladors and turns to Storm for help, a situation
that is complicated by a stalking witchdoctor and
unexpected turns in her friends' relationships.

Unveiling the Magic of Words: A Overview of
"Gryphon"

In some sort of defined by information and
interconnectivity, the enchanting power of words
has acquired unparalleled significance. Their
ability to kindle emotions, provoke contemplation,
and ignite transformative change is really awe-
inspiring. Enter the realm of "Gryphon," a
mesmerizing literary masterpiece penned by way of
a distinguished author, guiding readers on a
profound journey to unravel the secrets and
potential hidden within every word. In this
critique, we shall delve to the book is central
themes, examine its distinctive writing style, and
assess its profound impact on the souls of its
readers.
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